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Since 1995 Total Control Products has committed to designing, developing 

and producing the best performing, best looking, highest quality steering 

and suspension components for your vintage Mustang and other 

classic Fords. Through careful attention to materials and manufacturing 

processes, extensive testing and refinement, TCP has set new standards 

for performance and visual impact. TCP products will enhance the ever 

increasing value of your vintage Mustang or Ford by combining state-of-

the-art components with ease of installation while retaining the original 

mounting points. The 2004 acquisition of the TCP product line by Chris 

Alston’s Chassisworks assures availability and new product development 

for years to come.

Total Control Products 

A Chris Alston’s Chassisworks, Inc. Brand

TCp’s Commitment to 
performance, Quality & Value
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Bolt-On Installation

Straight-forward installation with minimal or no chassis 
modification has been the focus of our design philosophy. 
Every effort is taken to utilize existing suspension mounting 
points. This allows us to provide you with superior aftermarket 
components without making complicated modifications to 
your classic automobile. In most cases, original components 
can be reinstalled, and the vehicle returned to its stock 
condition.

State-Of-The-art

The latest techniques and tools available are used to bring 
our ideas to life. Each project is first created as a solid in 
ProEngineer® to greatly speed up the time from initial 
concept to final production. Computer numeric controlled 
(CNC) laser cutting and milling machines, along with our 
exceptional team of welders and machinists, create the 
highest quality components available for your vintage 
Mustang or Ford.

TrueCenter™

The TrueCenter™ pivot socket is a deflection free, high 
load capacity, serviceable component that maintains 
bearing preload throughout the assemblies service life. 
Non-compressible, low-friction, synthetic polymer bearing 
races eliminate deflection, reduce wear and remain linear in 
resistance, unlike rubber or polyurethane. Each TrueCenter™ 
pivot assembly is specially designed for its particular 
application allowing us to use the largest bearing diameter 
possible to maximize load bearing capability. The assembly 
can also be lubricated with a standard grease gun but 
differs from a balljoint or rod end in the ability to tighten the 
polymer races against the bearing if play should ever develop. 
TrueCenter™ pivot technology has been applied to our line 
of lower control arms and strut rods making improvements 
to performance and serviceability.
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Rack-and-pinion

What is the difference in steering effort between the 
power and manual rack?

As with any manual steering system, a considerable amount 
of effort is required to operate at a stand still or very slow 
speed. Additional variables such as tire size and vehicle weight 
will also contribute to the amount of effort.

The power rack, when used with our power steering pump, 
has roughly two-thirds the “assist” when compared to a 
factory steering system. Imagine the steering feeling slightly 
stiffer than a stock power system, for improved steering 
feedback, but tight and responsive.

 
I have a small amount of “play” in my steering wheel, 
what do I do?

The bottom of the blue anodized pinion housing has a large 
jam nut surrounding an allen setscrew. This setscrew is the 
adjustment for gear lash between the rack-and-pinion gears. 
Loosen the jam nut then tighten the setscrew about 1/16th of 
a turn. Tighten the jam nut while holding the setscrew in its 
position. If there is still “play” at the wheel, repeat the above 
steps. If the steering begins to feel “notchy” or too sensitive 
while driving, you may need to loosen the setscrew.

What are the different types of steering shafts and how 
can I tell which one I have?

Non-collapsible, no rag joint, steering shafts were used 
on Cougars, Falcons and Mustangs through the early 1967 
production year. These columns can be easily recognized as 
the steering shaft is not exposed and the outer column tube 
meets the steering box.

Non-collapsible, rag joint, steering shafts started appearing 
during the middle of the 1967 production year. A rag joint 
is visible just above the steering box. A 3/4” diameter shaft 
extends from the rag joint into the column and through the 
firewall.

Collapsible steering columns marked an increase in the level 
of safety offered by Ford during the late 1967 production 
year and thereafter. This assembly uses a larger, hollow, 1” 
shaft above the rag joint that slips over a smaller shaft inside 
the column.

Primarily, column identification is only necessary for the 
1967 Cougars and Mustangs, unless your column has been 
changed to a later year or aftermarket column. TCP has Rack-
and-Pinion steering shaft assemblies for both “collapsible” 
and “non-collapsible” shaft types. Information regarding 
tilt and swing-away columns is included in the product 
applications table (Page 12).

 
What headers can I use with the rack-and-pinion?

Our unique rack-and-pinion design gives more available room 
for aftermarket headers. On small blocks, the majority of 
1-5/8” headers, either long tube or shorties will fit. Larger 
2” primary, long tube headers may have clearance issues. For 
FE blocks and big blocks, header selection is more limited. 
Stock manifolds and most Tri-Y headers will work. We have 
not tried every header/block/vehicle combination so specific 
results cannot be guaranteed.
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power Steering pump

Can I use my original power steering 
pump?

We do not recommend using the OEM power steering pump 
with our power rack and pinion. We have experienced many 
technical issues using factory pumps that include excessive 
hydraulic noise, over boosted power assist and lack of 
reliability. Our pump is designed using current technology and 
manufacturing capabilities which results in a superior pump in 
terms of reliability, efficiency and tuning capability. The power 
steering pump and rack & pinion control servo have matched 
flow rates to optimize performance and offer an excellent 
range of adjustment using the optional flow valves.

 
Can the pump be used with air conditioning?

Yes, the pump mounts below the compressor and shares one 
of the mounting bolts. The supplied spacer must be trimmed 
to compensate for the thickness of the compressor mounting 
bracket. The type of A/C compressor will determine if the 
pump and compressor will share a belt or run on separate 
belts.

 
How does the changeable flow rate feature work?

The pump features a changeable flow rate fitting to alter the 
sensitivity of the steering. The standard 8 lpm (2.11 gpm) 
fitting is the mid-range of available steering assist and our 
preferred flow rate for both street and track use. There are 
additional fittings ranging from 4 lpm (1.05 gpm) to 12 lpm 
(3.17 gpm) available for purchase.

 
Will the pump fit with a 5�0 EfI conversion?

The stamped steel accessory bracket must be modified 
using a common angled grinder in order for the pump to 
be mounted. The pump then bolts up just as it would on an 
early model Windsor block casting. V-belt and serpentine 
pulleys are available.

VariShock

for what type of performance application 
are your double-adjustable VariShocks 
best suited?

Separate 16-position compression and rebound settings 
as well as the various configurations available (coil-over, 
bolt-on replacement, strut) make the VariShock one of the 
most versatile shock absorbers on the market. The standard 
valving setup has a broad range that can be used for drag 
racing, street performance and  open track or road racing. 
Any performance requirements beyond our standard setup 
can be accommodated with a custom valving range specific 
to your application.

 
How does your front coil-over kit effect ride height?

Our coil-over kit is designed to lower the front ride height 
roughly 1-1/2” to 2” depending upon vehicle weight. The 
lower ride height is part of the suspension design and 
improves handling. The lower spring collar of the shock is 
adjustable. This gives some ride height adjustment but is 
primarily used as a means to corner balance the vehicle. If 
you wish to change your ride height more than one inch from 
our intended design,  please contact us about purchasing a 
different set of upper mounts.
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front Suspension

Do I have to use a negative wedge 
kit when I lower the upper control 
arm mounting point?

A negative wedge kit is not required to lower the mounting 
point when using our upper control arms. The increased 
ball joint angle was taken into consideration when the arm 
was designed.

 
How do I adjust camber after eliminating the eccentric 
washers?

Camber can still be set at one of eleven positions using 
our three-hole eccentric eliminator plates. Each position 
changes the camber angle by roughly 1/2 degree with a total 
adjustment range of over 4-1/2 degrees. Our recommended 
alignment specs allow a maximum 1/2 degree range of 0 - 1/2 
degree negative camber for street use or 1 degree range of 1 
- 2 degrees negative camber for track use. If a more precise 
camber setting is required the eliminator plate will need 
to be set at an increased negative angle so that the upper 
control arm can be shimmed at the pivot shaft. Shimming 
the upper control arm is the only method for setting camber 
on vehicles prior to 1967 and your alignment shop should 
be very familiar with this procedure.

What is the purpose of lowering the upper control arm 
mounting position?

Lowering the mounting position of the upper control arm 
our recommended 1” has distinct advantages over the stock 
position; quicker negative camber gain, higher roll center, 
and reduced roll rate.

Stock Position: Many auto manufacturers design the front 
suspension of their vehicles to introduce positive camber 
during hard cornering. As the body rolls, suspension 
compresses and the outside tire begins to deflect. The top 
of the wheel is pushed outward, lifting the inside edge and 
reducing front end traction. A vehicle tuned to understeer 
is less likely to spin-out but at the cost of cornering ability 
and driver satisfaction.

Lowered Position: The lower mounting position at the shock 
tower places the upper arm at an inclined angle which draws 
the top of the wheel inward at the suspension compresses. 
This is known as negative camber gain and the improved 
geometry now keeps the tire in better contact with the road. 
The inclined angle of the upper control arm also moves the roll 
center of the front suspension upward, closer to the center 
of gravity of the vehicle. The closer these two points (roll 
center and center of gravity) are together, the more effective 
the stabilizer bar and springs are at controlling the vehicles 
tendency to roll when cornering. Reduced body roll also 
helps keep the tire in better contact with the road, increasing 
traction and greatly improving cornering ability.
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What is the best way to support the car when installing 
subframe connectors?

Prior to installation of the weld-in subframe connectors, 
many customers inquire as to whether the vehicle should be 
supported on a four-post lift so that the chassis is ‘loaded’ 
with the regular vehicle weight or if using a two-post lift 
with the chassis ‘unloaded’ is acceptable. A four-post lift that 
supports the suspension is preferred but if you do not have 
access to one, a two-post or even jack stands can be used. 
Pay attention to the body gaps. Particularly the door jams, to 
see if there is a significant difference once the vehicle is fully 
suspended. A chassis in good condition will show minimal 
changes along the door jams. To minimize any flexing, 
position the arms of the lift as far forward and rearward as 
possible. If using jack stands, position the jack stands along 
the frame rails in front of the front wheels and behind the 
rear wheels or on the axle tubes of the rear end housing.

Rear Suspension

How involved is the welding 
to install your rear pushrod suspension system?

The rear pushrod suspension requires that four brackets be 
welded to the frame rails; inside of the leaf spring mounts 
and on each side of the gas tank. If our subframe connectors 
are not already installed, they will also have to be welded 
to complete the installation.  A MIG welder is sufficient to 
reach all of the areas.

See page 10 of the catalog for an installation pictorial.

Engine/accessories

Do your motor mounts increase 
vibration?

The use of captive mounted polyurethane bushings does 
increase vibration transmitted into the chassis but much less 
than a totally solid mount. The tolerable increase in vibration 
is necessary to improve torque transfer through the drivetrain 
and create a separation proof assembly.

Chassis

Will I lose ground clearance 
w i t h  y o u r  s u b f r a m e 
connector support?

Our subframe connector support sits 1-1/2” below the factory 
frame rails at their lowest point. Generally the bottom of the 
rear end housing or a set of long tube headers sit lower than 
the connector support. In the event you do bottom out over 
a speed bump, the connector support will handle the contact 
much better then your exhaust system.

Do you have technical questions?

To make our product information more accessible, 
we have added a Frequently Asked Questions page 
to our website. Also, our technical support staff can 
be contacted by e-mail which enables our techs to 
send photos and diagrams to better assist you.

tcptech@cachassisworks�com
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To position the frame and brackets, 
insert the front leaf spring bolts into 
place and swing the frame up to its 
resting position. The frame brackets 
can now be tack welded to hold their 
position and the frame unbolted and 
removed.

With the frame out of the way you 
can now weld completely around the 
forward brackets. Once the metal has 
cooled, all of the exposed metal should 
be painted to prevent rust.

The rear brackets can also be welded at 
this time. Insert the bolts to protect the 
threads when painting, especially if you 
are using an undercoat material.

Insert the two frame bolts through the 
front bracket. Wait to torque everything 
down until the rear bolts are in place 
and snugged up.

The bolts for the rear brackets can be 
put in and snugged up. Once all bolts 
have been started the mounting bolts 
can be torqued down.

You have completed the ‘hard’ part 
of the installation. The rest of the 
components will bolt to the new frame 
or, an existing mounting point.

Rear pushrod Clip Welding
At first glance, it may appear that installing our rear coil-over suspension is 
a rather complex task. Well its not nearly as difficult as you may have first 
thought. Careful thought went into the design to simplify 
the installation specifically for the do-it-yourselfer. After 
welding on four brackets, everything else simply bolts 
onto the car.

INSTaLLaTION



Suspension Rear
Model Year Rear Pushrod 

Coil-Over System
Torque Arm 

(hardtop only)
Rear Spring 

Plates
FAB9™ Leaf Spring 
Rear End Housings

Cougar
1967-1970 Available TCP TA190-51 TCP LSP-01 TCP HSGL-54-01
1971-1973 - TCP TA190-51 TCP LSP-01 TCP HSGL-56-01

Falcon 1964-1965 - - TCP LSP-01 TCP HSGL-52-01

Mustang

1965-1966 Available TCP TA190-48 TCP LSP-01 TCP HSGL-52-01
1967-1970 Available TCP TA190-48 TCP LSP-01 TCP HSGL-54-01

1969-1970 (BOSS) Available TCP TA190-48 TCP LSP-02 TCP HSGL-54-01
1971-1973 - TCP TA190-48 TCP LSP-01 TCP HSGL-56-01

Suspension front
Model Year Coil-Over Kit* Coil-Over 

Upper Arms
Stock Upper 
Control Arms

Lower Control 
Arms Strut Rods Eccentric 

Eliminators

Comet

1960-1963 TCP COLVF-011 TCP UCA-031 TCP UCA-011 TCP LCA-041 TCP STRD-05 -
1964-1965 TCP COLVF-021 TCP UCA-031 TCP UCA-011 TCP LCA-041 TCP STRD-05 -
1966-1967 TCP COLVF-03 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-05 TCP STRD-06 TCP EE-01
1971-1977 TCP COLVF-05 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-06 TCP STRD-07 TCP EE-01

Cougar

1967 TCP COLVF-03 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-05 TCP STRD-06 TCP EE-01
1968-1970 TCP COLVF-04 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-06 TCP STRD-07 TCP EE-01
1971-1973 TCP COLVF-04 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-06 TCP STRD-07 TCP EE-01

Cyclone

1964-1965 TCP COLVF-02 TCP UCA-03 TCP UCA-01 TCP LCA-04 TCP STRD-05 -
1966-1967 TCP COLVF-03 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-05 TCP STRD-06 TCP EE-01
1968-1971 TCP COLVF-04 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-06 TCP STRD-07 TCP EE-01

Fairlane
1966-1967 TCP COLVF-03 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-05 TCP STRD-06 TCP EE-01
1968-1971 TCP COLVF-04 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-06 TCP STRD-07 TCP EE-01

Falcon

1960-1963 TCP COLVF-011 TCP UCA-031 TCP UCA-011 TCP LCA-041 TCP STRD-05 -
1964-1965 TCP COLVF-021 TCP UCA-031 TCP UCA-011 TCP LCA-041 TCP STRD-05 -
1966-1967 TCP COLVF-03 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-05 TCP STRD-06 TCP EE-01
1968-1970 TCP COLVF-04 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-06 TCP STRD-07 TCP EE-01

Maverick 1970-1977 TCP COLVF-05 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-06 TCP STRD-07 TCP EE-01

Montego 1968-1971 TCP COLVF-04 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-06 TCP STRD-07 TCP EE-01

Mustang

1964-1966 TCP COLVF-021 TCP UCA-031 TCP UCA-011 TCP LCA-041 TCP STRD-05 -
1967 TCP COLVF-03 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-05 TCP STRD-06 TCP EE-01

1968-1970 TCP COLVF-042 TCP UCA-042 TCP UCA-022 TCP LCA-06 TCP STRD-07 TCP EE-01
1971-1973 TCP COLVF-04 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-06 TCP STRD-07 TCP EE-01

Ranchero

1960-1963 TCP COLVF-011 TCP UCA-031 TCP UCA-011 TCP LCA-041 TCP STRD-05 -
1964-1965 TCP COLVF-021 TCP UCA-031 TCP UCA-011 TCP LCA-041 TCP STRD-05 -
1966-1967 TCP COLVF-03 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-05 TCP STRD-06 TCP EE-01
1968-1971 TCP COLVF-04 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-06 TCP STRD-07 TCP EE-01

Torino 1968-1971 TCP COLVF-04 TCP UCA-04 TCP UCA-02 TCP LCA-06 TCP STRD-07 TCP EE-01

Footnotes

* Sub-kit listed. All coil-over kit are ordered using the main sales kit part number; TCP FCOC-FD

1 6 cylinder spindles must be upgraded to V8 spindle.

2 Excludes Boss 429
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VariShock Dimensional Chart
QuickSet 1 QuickSet 2 Ride 

Height
Compressed 

Length
Extended 

Length
Shock 
Travel

Upper Mount 
Type

Mount 
Code

Lower Mount 
Type

Mount 
Code

VAS 14144-715 VAS 14244-715 14.40 10.83 17.98 7.15 Stem 3/8 201 Stem 3/8 700

VAS 14145-515 VAS 14245-515 11.78 9.20 14.35 5.15 Stem 3/8 201 Crossbar Open 300

VAS 14147-515 VAS 14247-515 11.31 8.74 13.89 5.15 Stem 3/8 201 Stud Plate 600

VAS 14149-715 VAS 14249-715 14.78 11.20 18.35 7.15 Stem 3/8 201 Cantilever Pin 1/2 400

VAS 14149-825 VAS 14249-825 16.43 12.30 20.55 8.25 Stem 3/8 201 Cantilever Pin 1/2 400

VAS 14167-425 VAS 14267-425 11.70 9.58 13.83 4.25 Crossbar Closed 301 Stud Plate 600

VariShock Bolt-Ins
Model Year QuickSet 1 

Front
QuickSet 2 

Front
QuickSet 1 

Front
QuickSet 2 

Rear

Comet

1960-1963 VAS 14147-515 VAS 14247-515 VAS 14144-715 VAS 14244-715
1964-1965 VAS 14147-515 VAS 14247-515 VAS 14144-715 VAS 14244-715

1966-1967 VAS 14147-515 VAS 14247-515 VAS 14144-715 (sedan) 
VAS 14149-715 (wagon)

VAS 14244-715 (sedan) 
VAS 14249-715 (wagon)

1971-1977 VAS 14167-425 VAS 14267-425 VAS 14149-715 VAS 14249-715

Cougar

1967 VAS 14167-425 VAS 14267-425 VAS 14144-715 VAS 14244-715
1968-1970 VAS 14167-425 VAS 14267-425 VAS 14144-715 VAS 14244-715
1971-1973 VAS 14147-425 VAS 14247-425 VAS 14144-715 VAS 14244-715

Cyclone

1964 VAS 14145-515 VAS 14245-515 N/A N/A
1965-1967 VAS 14145-515 VAS 14245-515 VAS 14149-825 VAS 14249-825
1968-1971 VAS 14147-515 VAS 14247-515 VAS 14144-715 VAS 14244-715

Fairlane
1966-1967 VAS 14147-515 VAS 14247-515 VAS 14144-715 (sedan) 

VAS 14149-715 (wagon)
VAS 14244-715 (sedan) 
VAS 14249-715 (wagon)

1968-1971 VAS 14147-515 VAS 14247-515 VAS 14144-715 (sedan) 
VAS 14149-715 (wagon)

VAS 14244-715 (sedan) 
VAS 14249-715 (wagon)

Falcon

1960-1963 VAS 14147-515 VAS 14247-515 VAS 14144-715 VAS 14244-715
1964-1965 VAS 14147-515 VAS 14247-515 VAS 14144-715 VAS 14244-715

1966-1967 VAS 14147-515 VAS 14247-515 VAS 14144-715 (sedan) 
VAS 14149-715 (wagon)

VAS 14244-715 (sedan) 
VAS 14249-715 (wagon)

1968-1970 VAS 14147-515 VAS 14247-515 VAS 14144-715 (sedan) 
VAS 14149-715 (wagon)

VAS 14244-715 (sedan) 
VAS 14249-715 (wagon)

Maverick 1970-1977 VAS 14167-425 VAS 14267-425 VAS 14149-715 VAS 14249-715

Montego 1968-1971 VAS 14147-515 VAS 14247-515 VAS 14144-715 (sedan) 
VAS 14149-715 (wagon)

VAS 14244-715 (sedan) 
VAS 14249-715 (wagon)

Mustang

1964-1966 VAS 14167-425 VAS 14267-425 VAS 14144-715 VAS 14244-715
1967 VAS 14167-425 VAS 14267-425 VAS 14144-715 VAS 14244-715

1968-1970 VAS 14167-425 VAS 14267-425 VAS 14144-715 VAS 14244-715
1971-1973 VAS 14147-425 VAS 14247-425 VAS 14144-715 VAS 14244-715

Ranchero

1960-1963 VAS 14147-515 VAS 14247-515 VAS 14144-715 VAS 14244-715
1964-1965 VAS 14147-515 VAS 14247-515 VAS 14144-715 VAS 14244-715
1966-1967 VAS 14147-515 VAS 14247-515 VAS 14149-715 VAS 14249-715
1968-1971 VAS 14147-515 VAS 14247-515 VAS 14149-715 VAS 14249-715

Torino 1968-1971 VAS 14147-515 VAS 14247-515 VAS 14144-715 VAS 14244-715

Fitment Notes

Bolt-In front shocks are larger in diameter than the hole in the shock tower. The coil spring must be removed to allow installation of 
the shock. Due to deviations in ride height, you must verify that the application chart suggested shock will actually fit your vehicle. 
Consult the dimensional chart below to determine that the selected shock’s compressed length, extended length, and upper and 
lower mounts are correct for your vehicle.
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Rack and pinion
Model Year Column Set

Manual Rack Power Rack

Small Block Big Block Small Block Big Block

Comet 1960-1965 TCP COLM-02 TCP RCKM-03 - TCP RCKP-03 -

Cougar

early 19671 TCP COLM-01 TCP RCKM-02 TCP RCKM-01 TCP RCKP-02 TCP RCKP-01

late 19671-1969 TCP COLM-03 TCP RCKM-02 TCP RCKM-01 TCP RCKP-02 TCP RCKP-01

1970 TCP COLM-03 TCP RCKM-02 TCP RCKM-01 TCP RCKP-02 TCP RCKP-01

Falcon 1960-1965 TCP COLM-02 TCP RCKM-03 - TCP RCKP-03 -

Mustang

1965-1966 TCP COLM-01 TCP RCKM-02 - TCP RCKP-02 -

early 19671 TCP COLM-01 TCP RCKM-02 TCP RCKM-01 TCP RCKP-02 TCP RCKP-01

late 19671-1969 TCP COLM-03 TCP RCKM-02 TCP RCKM-01 TCP RCKP-02 TCP RCKP-01

1969 BOSS-1970 TCP COLM-03 TCP RCKM-02 TCP RCKM-01 TCP RCKP-02 TCP RCKP-01

Ranchero 1960-1965 TCP COLM-02 TCP RCKM-03 - TCP RCKP-03 -

Footnotes

1

1967 only: 
Early: Column tube covers steering shaft completely or exposed shaft above rag joint is 3/4” diameter. Tilt and swing-
away columns must upgrade to 1968 or later column. 
Late: Exposed shaft above rag joint is 1” diameter.

Chassis 

Model Year

Subframe Connectors Tower Brace Kits

Frame 
Connector

Connector 
Support

Connector 
Support 

Torque Arm

Stage 1 
Export Brace

Stage 2 
Monte Carlo 

Brace

Stage 3 
Truss Brace

Comet (hardtop) 1960-1965 - - - TCP TWRB-04 TCP TWRB-05 TCP TWRB-03

Comet (convertible) 1960-1965 - - - TCP TWRB-04 TCP TWRB-05 TCP TWRB-03

Cougar (hardtop) 1967-1970 TCP SUBFC-01 TCP SUBCS-01 TCP SUBCS-02 TCP TWRB-01 TCP TWRB-02 TCP TWRB-03

Cougar (convertible) 1967-1970 TCP SUBFC-02 TCP SUBCS-03 - TCP TWRB-01 TCP TWRB-02 TCP TWRB-03

Cyclone (hardtop) 1960-1965 - - - TCP TWRB-04 TCP TWRB-05 TCP TWRB-03

Cyclone (convertible) 1960-1965 - - - TCP TWRB-04 TCP TWRB-05 TCP TWRB-03

Falcon (2 door) 1960-1965 - - - TCP TWRB-04 TCP TWRB-05 TCP TWRB-03

Falcon (convertible) 1960-1965 - - - TCP TWRB-04 TCP TWRB-05 TCP TWRB-03

Mustang (coupe, fastback) 1965-1970 TCP SUBFC-01 TCP SUBCS-01 TCP SUBCS-02 TCP TWRB-01 TCP TWRB-02 TCP TWRB-03

Mustang (convertible) 1965-1970 TCP SUBFC-01 TCP SUBCS-03 - TCP TWRB-01 TCP TWRB-02 TCP TWRB-03

Ranchero 1960-1965 - - - TCP TWRB-04 TCP TWRB-05 TCP TWRB-03
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Tie Rod adjusters
Model Year 11/16” Sleeve* 11/16” Sleeve 

with Tie Rods

Comet

1960-1962 - TCP TIER-051

1963-1964 TCP TIER-04 TCP TIER-051

1965 TCP TIER-04 TCP TIER-051 or 2

1966-1970 TCP TIER-04 -

1971-1972 TCP TIER-04 TCP TIER-07

Cougar

1967-1969 TCP TIER-04 TCP TIER-06

1967-1969 (Eliminator) TCP TIER-04 TCP TIER-07

1970 TCP TIER-04 TCP TIER-07

1971-1972 TCP TIER-04 -

Cyclone
1964 - TCP TIER-051

1965 TCP TIER-04 TCP TIER-051 or 2

1966-1971 TCP TIER-04 -

Fairlane
1962-1965 TCP TIER-04 -

1966-1970 TCP TIER-04 -

Falcon

1960-1962 - TCP TIER-051

1963-1964 TCP TIER-04 TCP TIER-051

1965 TCP TIER-04 TCP TIER-051 or 2

1966-1970 TCP TIER-04 -

Maverick 1970-1972 TCP TIER-04 TCP TIER-07

Mustang

1964 - TCP TIER-051

1965-1966 TCP TIER-04 TCP TIER-051 or 2 

1967-1969 TCP TIER-04 TCP TIER-06

1969 (Boss) TCP TIER-04 TCP TIER-07

1970-1973 TCP TIER-04 TCP TIER-07

Ranchero

1960-1961 - TCP TIER-051

1962-1964 TCP TIER-04 TCP TIER-051

1965 TCP TIER-04 TCP TIER-051 or 2

1966-1971 TCP TIER-04 -

Torino 1968-1971 TCP TIER-04 -

Footnotes

* Verify each shaft diameter and sleeve length prior to ordering. 
(Shaft = .688”, Sleeve = 4.7”)

1 Installation requires TCP Rack and V8 spindles

2 V8 with OEM Manual Steering
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$599

$49

Upper Control arms
The most notable feature of our upper control arms is the 
double adjustment couplers. Adjustment range is 1” with travel 
centered at the stock control arm length. Caster can be varied 
within a 6 degree range and camber 5-1/2 degrees. Alloy steel 
rod ends feature low-friction polymer bearing races eliminating 
deflection and the increasing resistance found with rubber 
and polyurethane bushings. Grade 8 fasteners secure 
the rod ends to the aluminum pivot shaft at a 1” 
lowered mounting position for an improvement 
in negative camber gain and vehicle roll rate. 
Shim sets are provided to compensate for 
any major chassis variances. Each arm is 
constructed of 1” x .156 wall steel tubing 
with direct threads to the adjustment coupler. 
The broad crimped-end is robotic spray-arc welded 
to a ¼” steel bracket. The four bolt balljoint relocates the 
zerk fitting for easier access and allows a lower profile bump cap 
to net a ¼” increase in suspension travel. Arms are shipped fully 
assembled and include all necessary mounting hardware.

See  
Application 

Chart for Part Numbers

Kits Include: 
Upper Control Arms, 

 Balljoints, Mounting Hardware

Upper arm Drill Jig
Lowering the mounting position of the upper control arm to 
improve the handling of classic Fords has been a common 
performance modification done since the 1960’s, but never with 
the accuracy and ease that is now possible with our precision 
laser cut steel drill jig. Previous methods involved drilling pilot 
holes using light weight, flimsy templates or marks derived from 
a common ruler leaving a large margin for error. 

Our in-house computer controlled laser cutter makes perfect parts 
every time so measurement errors are a thing of the past. Each 
drill jig is marked to show correct orientation and simply bolts to 
the factory mounting location. Heavy gauge material is used to 
securely guide the full size drill bit so you only drill once for each 
hole. It’s the perfect tool for the do-it-yourselfer and a great time 
timesaver for shops that perform this modification frequently.

See Application Chart 
 for Part Numbers
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$399

$49

Lower Control arms Mark II

Our TrueCenter™ pivot socket, 
direct replacement, lower control 
arms improve suspension geometry 
by better controlling the ball-
joints travel arch. A one-piece 
spherical bearing (80% larger in 
diameter than our previous rod 
end design), and high-strength 
polymer races create a deflection 
free, low friction pivot point. 
Bearing preload is maintained with 
a threaded retaining ring and is secured 
by a locking set screw. A lubrication zerk fitting is 
easily accessed at the bottom of the housing. The 1-1/4” 
shank socket housing and 1-1/8” x .156 wall steel tubes meet at an 
overlapping robotic spray-arc welded joint. Balljoint and mid-plates 
made from ¼” steel plate eliminate deflection at the spindle and 
anti-roll bar attachment points. Premium quality, screw-in balljoints 
are used and can be replaced as necessary. Arms are shipped fully 
assembled and include grade 8 mounting hardware.

Eccentric Eliminators
Many 1960’s and 1970’s Fords used an eccentric bolt on the lower 
control arm to adjust camber. The problem with this method is 
the potential for the lower control arm mounting position to 
change or shift when subjected to heavy impacts or loads, such 
as potholes, curbs, road debris, off-track excursions... To prevent 
this from happening, our 11-position eccentric eliminator kit is 
used to lock the lower control arm in place. We like to think of 
this as preventive maintenance.

See Application Chart 
for Part Numbers

Kits Include: Lower Control Arms, 
Screw-in Balljoints, Mounting Hardware

TCP EE-01

TrueCenter™ 
Technology
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$339

Strut Rods Mark II

Our adjustable length strut rods with TrueCenter™ pivot 
socket are the only product available that maintains correct 
suspension geometry without the increasing resistance found 
with rubber and polyurethane bushings. The pivot stud 
features concentric bearing contact surfaces with a 13/16” 
hex and a caster adjustment range of 3-4 degrees, depending 
upon application. This unique concentric arrangement avoids 
compromising the suspension geometry; unavoidable when 
using a standard rod end and clevis mounting method. 
A maximum of 12-degrees misalignment is possible in 
any direction and allows the strut rod to rotate 
beyond the limits of a standard rod end. 
High-strength, non-compressible, polymer 
bearing races create a low friction 
pivot center with zero deflection 
and can be lubricated through the 
easily accessible zerk fitting. The 
threaded retaining ring maintains 
preload on the pivot assembly and 
is secured with a locking set screw. 
Steel housings have vehicle specific 
mounting bosses and feature a knurled mounting surface for 
spin-free installation. A common ½” square drive backup nut 
and button head ‘jam’ fastener secure the assembly to the 
factory mounting location. Each strut rod is constructed of 
1” x .156 wall steel tubing with direct threads to 
the pivot stud. The broad crimped- 
end is robotic spray-arc welded 
to a 5/16” steel control-arm 
adapter plate with integral 
steering stop. Adapter plate 
holes are slotted to achieve 
the correct mounting angle as 
caster adjustments are made.

Kits Include: Strut Rod,  
Billet Steel Pivot Assembly, Mounting Hardware

See Application Chart 
 for Part Numbers

Knurled friction 
surface to 
prevent spinning  

Common 1/2” 
square drive 
back-up nut

•

•

High-strength polymer 
bearing races 

Threaded retaining 
ring for bearing race 
preload  

Single hex length 
adjustment  

Zerk fitting for 
lubrication

•

•

•

•

TrueCenter™ 
Technology
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$1279

$2200

front Coil-Over Conversion
How do you make the front end of a classic car feel as tight as a modern 
day sports car? Combine our tubular suspension components with a 
set of VariShock QuickSet 2 coil-over shocks, that’s how. Our coil-over 
conversion kit is the ultimate system for improving the handling of your 
vintage Mustang or Ford, period.

The TCP front coil-over conversion is a fully adjustable suspension system that 
utilizes the key factory mounting locations. Minor modifications to 
the upper control arm pivot position and upper coil spring seat 
are necessary to dramatically improve vehicle handling, but only 
require the use of a common drill. Our all-new TrueCenter™ 
pivot sockets and tubular suspension components provide 
extremely precise control over the spindle’s travel arch with 
linear resistance making suspension tuning changes 
effective and predictable. Suspension geometry 
improvements include:  lower center of gravity, higher 
roll center, reduced vehicle roll rate, quicker negative 
camber gain, increased compression travel, reduced 
rebound travel to limit body roll, more desirable shock 
motion ratio, and correct axis and length of lower 
arm assembly when utilizing 
factory mounting 
positions.

front Coil-Over Upgrade 
For customers that have already purchased our complete standard suspension 
components and would like to take the next step to a coil-over system, we have 
upgrade kits available. Kits include VariShock QuickSet 2 adjustable shocks with 
springs, coil-over upper arm (less hardware), balljoints, and upper and lower shock 
mount assemblies.

TCP FCOC-FD
Add a second set of springs with a 

different rate for only $75

TCP FCOU-FD

Kit does not include spindle. 
Stock spindle is used.

TrueCenter™ 
Technology
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$4,677

Rear pushrod Suspension System
Our Rear Pushrod Suspension  is one of the most 
advanced systems available for vintage Mustangs. 
We have brought together elements from various 
suspension designs in a package 
that fits neatly into your vehicle 
with only minor modifications 
to the existing chassis. Quick 
access for maintenance was 
also taken into account during 
the design process. The entire rearend 
system can be removed from the vehicle 
in a matter of minutes. If you want razor 
sharp handling for your Mustang then this is 
the system for you.

Laydown Shock Design

The positioning of the 
shocks is the most eye-
catching feature of the 
system. Billet aluminum, 
roller bearing rockers 
have been engineered 
using a progressive 
motion ratio to reduce 
road vibration and noise. 

Mounting the shocks to the bolt-in subframe reduces 
unsprung weight and allows the shocks to work more 
efficiently. To assist in suspension tuning TCP offers a second 
set of springs at a discount when purchased with the kit.

adjustable pushrod

The adjustable variable mount pushrod, along with the 
adjustable coil-over, enables ride height adjustment of up 
to three inches.

Watt’s Link 
pivot

The Watt’s Link controls 
lateral movement and 
keeps the rear end 
perfectly centered for 
extremely predictable 
corner entry, even under the most aggressive of driving styles. 
The assembly pivots on a single roller bearing for smooth, 
long lasting operation.

Torque arm

The torque arm bolts directly to the FAB9TM housing and is 
anchored to our Subframe Connector Support. It prevents 
the rear end from rotating during acceleration and braking, 
eliminating wheel hop. Pinion angle can also be adjusted 
using the rod end assembly.

Shown with Torque Arm (Style 1)

Now includes FAB9TM housing

Add a second set of springs with a 
different rate for only $75

TCP RPSS-FD
Starting at
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aVaILaBLE fOR LEaf SpRINg 
OR TCp pUSHROD SUSpENSIONS

FAB9TM Internal Gusset Plate

FAB9TM Component Set  
(Shown with optional Back Braces)

FAB9TM Complete Assembly
(Shown with optional Back Braces)

$129

faB9TM Rear End Housings
The first affordable fabricated rear end housings 
are now available through Total Control Products. 
FAB9TM housings are stronger than stock 
housings and five pounds lighter! 
The 3” axle tubes are supported by 
internal gusset plates built into the 
case, giving the tubes additional 
strength. They are fully machined after 
welding for tighter tolerance, and use 
studs to mount the third member.

Engineered to accept all 9”, Ford-style 
differentials, each FAB9TM includes a fully 
welded center section with axle tubes, 
housing-filler assembly, vent, drain plug, 
leaf spring pads, “big-Ford late” housing 
ends and torque arm (style 2) brackets 
installed. Optionally available is a 
2-piece, tapered back brace. The 
triangle formed by the back brace 
dramatically increases the rigidity 
over unsupported axle tubes.

Housings are available in stock widths, but can be built to custom 
dimensions if you require a different wheel backspacing. FAB9TM 
housings can also be ordered as components to suit the needs of 
your special application. Available in mild steel or 4130 chrome-moly. 
The 4130 rear end housings are suggested for vehicles weighing more 
than 3000 pounds or with 650-plus horsepower.

Leaf Spring plates
Ever try to toss a tow hook over the top of an axle 
tube? Well you don’t have to anymore. Our new 
rear spring plates feature a built in tow hook loop 
to suit your tie-down needs. The shock mount has 
been moved forward to make additional room for brake 
hard lines on various rear end housing conversions. The 
slotted holes accept U-bolts up to 1/2” and axle tubes up 
to 3-1/4”.

See Product Application 
Chart for Part Numbers
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QuickSet 1 - $354 pair 
QuickSet 2 - $628 pair
See Product Application Chart for Part 
Numbers

VariShock Bolt-Ins

256 Setting Combinations

VariShock’s double-adjustable design is also easier to tune: 
256 different settings are attainable simply by rotating two 
fully accessible, 16-position knobs. All adjustments are made 
in seconds, without removing or unbolting the VariShock. 
One knob sets the bump 
( compres s ion )  r ange ; 
the other sets rebound 
(extension). Both knobs are 
laser-etched with directional 
arrows and “plus/minus” 
symbols that clearly indicate 
which direction achieves 
the desired adjustment. 
Additional arrows etched into the QuickSet 2 base reveal 
which knob sets bump, and which sets rebound. 

Consistency Through Quality

Our double-adjustable QuickSet 2 allows you to control 
vehicle separation (rebound) and settling (bump) independent 
of each other. This allows the ability to tune your suspension 
to the required track conditions for ultimate performance. In 
the single-adjustable model you have 16 settings where both 
bump and rebound are adjusted simultaneously. This offers 
a good compromise between the ultimate tunability of the 
QuickSet 2 and affordability with the QuickSet 1.

Repeatability is unprecedented! By controlling the quality 
of the components, assembling them in-house and dyno-
testing every assembly, TCP can deliver a pair of VariShocks 
that perform virtually identically 
— throughout the entire range 
of travel. Whereas other 
brands in this price range 
rely on cheaper offshore 
or OEM parts, American-
made VariShocks are engineered 
systems of premium components, 
all designed to meet your specific 
needs. The shocks use “Deflective 
Disk Valving” in the pistons to 
eliminate spring fatigue. They 
have piston rods made from 5/8” 
centerless ground hard chrome 
steel for wear resistance and long 
service life. VariShock models are 
even “rebuildable” in the event 
they get bent or damaged. Custom 
valving is also available.

Superior Durability

Durability was improved in three key areas. 
Internal shaft seals were specifically designed 
and manufactured for these shock absorbers 
producing a longer lasting seal that helps 
keep dirt out of the shock absorber. Internal 
connections and return paths use a unique 
machined configuration and added seals 
to prevent bypassing. Racing shocks spend 
considerable time in low piston speed service. 
In the low speed mode the damping action 
of the shock is dominated by bypassing 
flows. VariShock eliminates the bypassing of 
internal leakage to give the shock repeatable 
control in the area where it has to operate 
most frequently. 
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Also available with spherical 
bearing ends.

QuickSet 1 - $374 pair 
QuickSet 2 - $648 pair

$30

VariSprings sold separately 
See Product Application Chart for Part Numbers

One-piece Spring Seat

A new-design, one-piece lower spring seat does 
not require a lock nut; it’s locked in place by 
two ball locks that press into the grooves on the 
reservoir body and easily unlock for adjustment 
with an Allen wrench. Spring seats accept 2-1/2”-
ID coil springs. 

Exclusive Spanner Wrench

Also available is an exclusive spanner wrench, incorporating 
four tangs, which will not slip off the lower spring seat 
because it engages the seat in four places (not one, like 
common spanners).

Revolutionary Design

A revolutionary adjustment mechanism, smaller than any 
previous design, allows our billet-aluminum body to be 
both shorter and lighter. You get more clearance around 
the eyes, plus greater travel within any shock length. 
We built two separate eyes to maximize the benefits 
of each mounting-eye style. The spherical-bearing 
eyes use a COM-8 1/2” bore x 1-1/8” wide 
high-misalignment bearing with a Teflon-liner 
as standard. The eye has more clearance 
around the mounting brackets than any 
other design. The urethane end has up 
to 350% more urethane material 
than other brands, for superior 
load distribution, yet no less 
clearance around the eye. We 
also chose a premium urethane 
that has much higher load 
capacity for improved life than 
the poly bushings from other 
manufacturers. Urethane 
ends are 1-1/4” wide and 
accept 1/2” bolts.

Choose from 256 settings — 
without unbolting your VariShock!

During five years of intense research and development, 
VariShock’s engineering team successfully corrected every 
shortcoming of conventional racing shocks. Designed from 
a clean sheet of paper, VariShock’s QuickSet 2 is the first 
affordable coil-over to combine sophisticated shock valving 
with all-new, American-made components. Never before 
have so much performance, repeatability and adjustability 
been offered at such an affordable price.

899-012-201
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$107 (pair)

VariSprings

Higher Technology

The new VariSpring line of springs was designed to compliment the 
VariShock family. Once again, we used higher technology to resolve 
application limitations. These springs are manufactured using a new 
chrome-silicon, ultra high-tensile wire. This allows the springs 
to “set solid.” The springs can compress until the coils touch 
without damaging the spring or causing it to take a set, which 
ultimately changes the ride height. Since this wire can flex more 
than conventional wire, these springs have greater travel than our 
competitors’ springs of the same rate. These springs will allow your 
shocks to travel their full range of motion without going solid. This 
gives you greater traction and control at full bump, and additional 
suspension travel to work with. If you are ready to take advantage of 
higher technology with greater travel and lighter, stronger springs, 
step up to VariSprings.

VariSprings have a silver-powder-coat finish. They are individually 
labeled with our part  number and spring rate on the outside of 
the coils for easy reference. VariSprings are available for front and 
rear applications in four lengths and a broad range of rates. The 
steps between rates are sufficiently close to make very fine rate 
adjustments.

Spring Selection guidelines

A good spring rate baseline for compact cars (i.e. Falcon, Maverick, 
Mustang with a small block) seeing regular street use would be 
400-450 lbs, depending upon desired ride quality.

Differences that alter desired spring rate: 
 Weight Reduction -50 lbs 
 Big Block   +50 lbs 
 Larger Car  +50 lbs 
 Race Use  +50 lbs

The spring rate effects ride quality, ride height and roll rate 
characteristics. Differences in vehicles such as aluminum engine 
components, fiberglass body parts and chassis stiffening should be 
taken into consideration. Additional springs can be purchased to 
compliment your coil-over system.

9” VariSprings

part Number Rate lb/inch Travel

VAS 21-09210 210 5.64

VAS 21-09240 240 5.57

VAS 21-09275 275 5.46

VAS 21-09310 310 5.57

VAS 21-09350 350 5.17

VAS 21-09400 400 5.07

VAS 21-09450 450 4.90

VAS 21-09500 500 4.47

VAS 21-09550 550 5.06

VAS 21-09600 600 4.41

VAS 21-09675 675 4.80

Part Numbers listed below
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$2000

$1299

Rack-and-pinions

US Patents: 
6,457,375 & D440,240

OEM power steering pumps are not 
recommended due to excessive fluid 

flow rates, resulting in overheating and 
hydraulic noise.

Easy Installation

How would you like to be able to install a complete 
steering system without welding or having to discard 
your existing brakes and wheels? Well were happy to 
say that with our Mustang and Cougar conversion kits, 
this is true. Existing mounting points are used for the four 
brackets that secure the rack, increasing the rigidity of the 
cross-member. OEM inner and outer tie rods are also used, so 
there is no need to purchase additional special equipment.

power Steering

Gone are the days of over-assisted power steering systems 
devoid of road feel and lacking any sense of direction. 
Patented technology and modern machining processes 
enable smooth, responsive operation with superior road feel 
satisfying even the most discriminating drivers. 

The Power Rack-and-Pinion’s control servo has been matched 
to the specific pressure and flow rates of the compact and 
lightweight aluminum power steering pump. This pairing 
offers the best possible performance and reliability.

Superior Technology

Why is everyone converting to rack-and-pinion? Well, the 
past 30 years of automotive technology have brought 
about the widespread use of the rack and pinion steering 
system, because it is simply a better way of doing things. 
Rack-and-pinion offers superior road feel, accuracy and 
responsiveness. It’s simple design reduces the number of 
components increasing efficiency and improving reliability. 
No more worn out steering boxes, pitman arms or idler arms. 
Our rack-and-pinion design features a pinion setscrew to 
adjust out any free-play 5 years, 10 years or 20 years down 

the road. Converting to rack-and-pinion 
is one of the most noticeable and 

rewarding upgrades for any 
classic car owner.

Manual Steering

The manual rack-and-pinion shares the same major internal 
components as our power unit. At moderate road speeds huge 
improvements in accuracy and road feel are apparent. At parking 
lot speeds steering effort is still comparable to a stock manual 
steering system. A great upgrade!

Kits Include: Rack-and-Pinion Unit, Steering Shaft, Column Support Bracket (if 
applicable), Roller Bearing for Steering Shaft, U-Joints, Mounting Hardware and 
Installation Instructions. 
(Hydraulic hoses included in Power Steering Pump Kit.)

US Patents: 6,457,375 and D440,240

TCP RCKP-FD

TCP RCKM-FD
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$599

power Steering pump kits

adjustability

The pump features changeable flow control 
valve fittings to vary the volume of fluid sent 
to your steering system. This enables you to 
adjust the sensitivity at the wheel. Power 
steering with a manual feel or power steering 
that is almost effortless; finally a pump to suit 
everyone’s needs.

Kits Include: Pump, Pulley (V-belt and 
Serpentine available), Baffled External 

Reservoir, 2.11 gpm Flow Control Valve, 
Mounting Bracket, Spacer Kit and Hoses with 

Hose Ends

Our lightweight power 
steering pump is a 
great way to save a 
few pounds, free up 
some horsepower 
and improve the road 
feel of your steering 
system. The modern 
performance design 
offers quiet and reliable 
operation without the 
heat build-up and fluid 
aeration found in many 
factory pumps. The 

external reservoir gives flexibility in mounting locations to 
get just the right look.

V-Belt Pump

Serpentine Pump

Remote 
Reservoir

Available for: 260, 289, 302, 351W, 351C, 390, 
427, 428, 429, 460

TCP PSP-FD

Standard blue hose kit shown. Stainless braided 
hose option available.
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$148

$228

Our high pressure power steering hose kits give you 
everything you need to plumb the hydraulic lines that connect 
the Rack-&-Pinion, pump, and reservoir. All hose ends are 
high quality field-attachable fittings for easy assembly during 
installation and perfect custom fit. We offer two different 
styles which compliment your engine compartment; blue 
hose with standard steel ends; and stainless-steel braided 
Teflon™ hose with silver finish hose ends.

Hose kits are packaged complete with a Power Steering Pump 
Kit but can also be purchased separately.

TCP HOSE-01 - blue hose, standard finish hose ends

TCP HOSE-02 - stainless-steel braided Teflon™ hose, silver finish hose ends 

field-attachable Hose Ends

Those of you unfamiliar with hydraulic hose assembly will be 
happy to hear that custom fitting and assembly is a rather 
simple process and only requires the use of common hand 
tools. A detailed, illustrated instruction sheet is provided with 
each kit. Just cut, clean, and attach the ends and you’re on 
your way to better power steering.

power Steering Hose kits
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$50

$189

Tie Rod adjuster Sets
Our heavy duty billet tie-rod adjusting sleeve directly 
replaces the factory stamped steel, split 
tube design. The seamless sleeve 
features a 1” hex to facilitate precise 
toe adjustment and tightening 
of the zinc plated jam nuts. Left-
handed threads are indicated by 
offset position of the sleeve hex and 
yellow zinc coating on jam nuts. A 50% 
greater wall thickness and a 40% larger 
thread contact area provide improved strength over the 
factory design and eliminate any sleeve deflection. Internal 
threads extend 1-3/4” to a centered stop enabling a total 
adjustment range of 2-1/8”.

Adjuster sleeves are sold seperately or as complete sets 
including tie rods. Please refer to our product applications 
table for a list of specific vehicle applications.

features

Direct replacement for OEM stamped steel, 
clamp design (MOOG-ES2004S)

Seamless sleeve with 50% greater wall 
thickness over OEM components

Over 2” adjustment range

Common 1” hex for sleeve and jam nuts

•

•

•

•

TCP TIER-04 (Sleeve Set)

See Product Application Chart 
for Part Numbers

Complete Tie Rod Sets
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$160 & up $115 $120

See Product Application Chart 
for Part Numbers TCP TWRB-03

See Product Application Chart for 
Part Numbers

Shock Tower Braces
While braking and cornering your car’s engine compartment 
is subjected to large amounts of torque and stress. This is one 
of the least braced areas of the unibody chassis. The result is 
unwanted changes in key chassis dimensions and decreased 
overall handling performance. 

Our Shock Tower Brace System is designed to help eliminate 
unwanted flex yet remain removable for easy access to 
your engine compartment. This kit consists of lightweight, 
aluminum radius rods and steel rod ends to make installation 
easy and trouble free.

Tower Truss Brace

The truss brace attaches each shock 
tower to the center of the Monte Carlo 
radius rod. This creates triangulation 
at the forward portion of the chassis, 
essentially locking down the lateral 
dimensions of the engine compartment 
and completing our tower bracing 
system.

Tower Export Brace

One of the most efficient ways 
of bracing a structure is to create 
triangulation. The export brace creates 
a triangular brace from the firewall to 
each of the shock towers. Keeping 
these dimensions consistent greatly 
reduces the amount of distortion in the 
cowl area of the chassis.

fender Monte Carlo 
Brace

While braking the majority of your 
vehicles weight is transferred to the 
front end of the chassis. This dramatic 
increase of weight results in the shock 
towers flexing inward to absorb this 
energy. The Monte Carlo braces tie the 
inner fenders together reducing the 
amount of flex.
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$169

$185

TCP SUBFC-01
Coupe, Fastback

TCP SUBFC-02
Convertible

Subframe Connectors
The factory unibody frame rails do not span the undercarriage 
directly below the passenger compartment, leaving 
independent bracing structures. Our fully enclosed tubular 
steel subframe connectors bridge the front and rear frame 
rails  together. Previously separate braces now work as a single 
structure extending from the radiator support to the rear 
bumper. Chassis twisting forces from bumps, cornering  and 
acceleration are now distributed along the entire subframe 
structure rather than directly into the sheet metal floor pan 
at the end of each subframe.

The improvement to chassis stiffness is beneficial to every 
level of performance. Street driven cars will notice a reduction 

in vehicle noise and vibration attributed to a flexible chassis. 
Door latches  better maintain their alignment when the 
chassis is under load. Vehicle handling and responsiveness 
will also improve. Adjustments such as shock damping or 
changes of spring rates become more evident and effective, 
making suspension tuning more precise and predictable. By 
far one of the best improvements for the money.

Coupes/fastbacks

This is a two-piece weld-in 
kit that fits over the end 
cap of the forward frame 
rail and wraps the corner 
of the rear frame rail just 
before the leaf spring mount. 
The large diameter square tubing 
visually blends with the factory rails 
and fits tightly along the bottom of the 
undercarriage.

Convertibles

Our two-piece weld-in convertible 
kit fits over the frame rail 
forward of the torque box 
and wraps the corner of the 
rear frame rail just before 
the leaf spring mount. 
Round tubing is used for 
maximum ground clearance 
under the torque box.
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$205

$195

$449

$385

TCP SUBCS-01
Not for use with 

Torque Arm

TCP SUBCS-03
Not for use with 

Torque Arm

Connector Supports
Triangular bracing is one of the simplest and most effective 
methods of reinforcement. Our bolt-in connector supports 
tie the left and right subframe structures together diagonally, 
fixing the distance between opposite corners. Securing 
the diagonal length across the undercarriage in multiple 
directions prevents the sheet metal undercarriage from 
bowing or twisting.

Coupes/fastbacks

Our coupe/fastback connector support 
features four attachment points and a gusset 
mounting plate for our available 
driveshaft safety loop.

Convertibles

The convertible connector support uses a 
three point mounting system that ties into the 
factory torque box reinforcement plate. 

The bolt-in design allows easy access to the 
drivetrain and exhaust for maintenance. 
You can expect a perfect fit every time 
with our included shim set.

Exhaust may require modification for installation.

TCP PKG-SFC-01
Complete Package: Includes 

Driveshaft Safety Loop

TCP PKG-SFC-02
Complete Package
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NEW pRODUCT! 
NOW aVaILaBLE!

$89

Requires installation of Subframe Connector Support  
TCP SUBCS-01 or TCP SUBCS-02.

Subframe Connectors and Connector Support must be 
purchased separately.

Driveshaft Safety Loop
The addition of a driveshaft safety loop has never been easier. 
Our loop assembly conveniently bolts to the mounting plate 
of your subframe connector support. You can now have the 
added safety of a driveshaft loop without drilling holes 
through your floor pans.

To compensate for various drivetrain and suspension 
combinations the loop tab and mounting bracket have 
been slotted to allow horizontal and vertical adjustment. 
The mounting bracket can also be reversed to change 
the fore/aft position of the loop.

All components and hardware are Zinc plated or powder 
coated for lasting reliability, protection and show car looks.

TCP DSL-01

Actual Loop Dimensions: 5-1/2” inside diameter, 2” wide, 
1/4” thick

Kit Includes: Driveshaft Loop, Mounting Bracket and Grade 
8 Mounting Hardware
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aVaILaBLE fOR SMaLL BLOCk 
aND fE BLOCk fORDS

$224

$199

$35

Motor Mounts
OEM motor mounts are notorious for separation due 
to high performance engines exceeding their design 
specifications or the rubber bushings just plain falling 
apart. There is a middle ground between soft/light-duty 
OEM mounts and severely harsh solid mounts.

Our new Poly Motor Mounts give you the stability and 
reliability of a solid mount, but without a lot of the noise 
and vibration. Our through bolt design will not separate 
and simplifies the process of lining up the mounts when 
dropping in a new motor.

The engine compartment is a very harsh environment. 
Extreme heat, moisture, road debris and automotive 
fluids greatly reduce the lifespan of rubber mounts. 
Polyurethane is extremely resistant to heat and 
chemicals and makes an excellent bushing under these 
conditions.

Ford Small Block: 289, 302, 351W, 351C 
Fits: Comet ‘60-’65, Cougar ‘67-’70,

Cyclone ‘64-’65, Falcon ‘60-’65,
Mustang ‘64-70, Ranchero ‘60-’65

Ford FE Block: 
390, 427, 428

Fits: Cougar ‘67-’70, 
Mustang ‘67-’70
TCP MM-FD-01

TCP MM-FD-01

TCP MM-FD-02

TCP MM-FD-03

Replacement Bushing Set
Includes : 4 bushings, 2 sleeves
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$70

Throttle Linkage kits
Our Throttle Linkage Kit provides the adjustability to give you 
that perfect fit. By using rod ends, you can be assured of having 
smooth pedal operation as well as that one of a kind ‘Total 
Control’ look.

$51
TCP TL-01

12-7/8” Adjustable, 
 Big Block Applications

$51
TCP TL-02
10-1/2” Adjustable, Small 
Block Applications

TCp pedal Covers
Our Billet Aluminum Pedal Covers provide improved grip over 
the factory rubber pedal covers. Wider pedals with superior grip 
make heel-and-toe downshifts a breeze, while adding a little 
detail to your car’s interior.

TCP PCM-01

‘64-’70 Cougar/Mustang

$70

TCP PCA-01

‘64-’70 Cougar/Mustang
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$20

$7

TCp Logo apparel
Be a part of the winning team. TCP logo apparel is the 
perfect way to let everyone know you settle for nothing but 
the best.

a� Logo T-Shirts
Colors: Black 
Sizes: Small - XXL

B� Coffee Mugs
Colors: Black 
Front: TCP logo 
Back: American Flag

Available in black only
TCP TEE1-S

TCP TEE1-M
TCP TEE1-L

TCP TEE1-XL
TCP TEE1-XXL

TCP MUG
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kevin Sittner’s
1968 Shelby gT350

Engine:   302 ci 
Transmission:  4 speed top loader 
Steering:  TCP Rack-and-Pinion   
   (manual) 
Front Suspension: TCP Coil-Over Conversion 
Rear Suspension: Leaf Springs (current) 
   TCP Rear Pushrod Suspension  
   (planned) 
Chassis:   4 Point Roll Cage, 
   TCP Subframe Connectors 
   TCP Connector Support

Ed Crayne’s
1965 Mustang fastback

Engine:   302 ci 
Transmission:  T5 
Steering:  TCP Rack-and-Pinion 
   (manual) 
Front Suspension: TCP Coil-Over Conversion 
Rear Suspension: TCP Rear Pushrod Suspension 
   TCP Torque Arm (Style 1) 
Chassis:   6 Point Roll Cage, 
   TCP Subframe Connectors 
   TCP Shock Tower Braces
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Brion gluck’s
1971 Mach1

Engine:   347 ci 
Transmission:  Tremec TKO 
Steering:  TCP Rack-and-Pinion 
   (manual) 
Front Suspension: TCP Coil-Over Conversion 
Rear Suspension: TCP Pushrod Suspension 
   TCP Torque Arm (Style 1) 
Chassis:   TCP Shock Tower Braces

Mike Megna’s
1968 Coupe

Engine:   302 ci 
Transmission:  T5 
Steering:  TCP Rack-and-Pinion 
   (power) 
Front Suspension: TCP Coil-Over Conversion 
Rear Suspension: TCP Rear Pushrod Suspension 
   TCP Torque Arm (Style 1) 
Chassis:   4 Point Roll Cage, 
   TCP Subframe Connectors 
   TCP Center Support 
   TCP Shock Tower Braces
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ORDERING 

Business Hours: Chassisworks is open from 7:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Pacific time, Monday through Friday, and 8:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m., Saturday. Call (800) 722-2269 for ordering 

only; Tech Support by e-mail only tcptech@cachassisworks.com. Our 24-hour fax number is (916) 388-0295. 

Mail Orders: Please have your name, address, phone number and “ship-to” address prepared. Please order your parts by the part numbers listed in this catalog. 

Credit-Card Orders: We accept Visa, Discover Card and MasterCard. If you are going to prepay your order, please have your credit-card number and the credit-card billing 

address. In order to protect you and us from credit-card fraud, all credit-card orders must be shipped to the credit-card billing address. All freight charges will be added to your 

shipment (except for truck shipments). 

Foreign Orders: All foreign orders must be fully prepaid (including freight), in U.S. funds.

SHIPPING 

All of our roll bars, roll cages, chassis, and welded clips are shipped by LTL truck, freight collect. Most other shipments can be sent by a small-package carrier — ground service. All 

Collect-On-Delivery (C.O.D.) orders will be sent MONEY ORDER OR CERTIFIED CHECK ONLY. Freight will be added to all shipments. Available air delivery options include: Next-day 

service, 2-day service, 3-day service, or deferred air service to Alaska, Hawaii & Puerto Rico (combination of air and ground). You must inform us if you want your shipment by air 

service. 

Truck: All truck shipments must be 100-percent prepaid. The shipment will go collect for the freight charges only. When receiving freight via truck, it is the customer’s 

responsibility to verify that he/she is receiving all parts listed on the bill of lading and that all parts received are in good condition. If you sign for something you do not receive, 

neither the freight company nor Chassisworks will be responsible for replacing the item. 

RETURNS 

No returns accepted after 30 days from date of invoice. Chassisworks will only accept a return on a part that has not been modified; is still in its original package; and is in 

like-new condition. You will be charged a 25-percent restocking fee on any returned goods. And you will be issued a credit with Chassisworks for the balance of the price you 

paid for the returned part.  Before returning a part, you must call Chassisworks. You will be given a “Return Authorization Number” (RA#), which you must write on the outside 

of the box being returned. All shipping charges on return packages must be prepaid; we will not accept a C.O.D. If, upon examination, all parts are returned and all parts are in 

a like-new condition, a credit will be issued less the 25-percent restocking fee. No returns on special-order parts (including, but not limited to, axles, housings, fiberglass, chassis, 

welded frames, any part made or ordered to customer specs, etc.). Since springs are a tuning item, they cannot be returned unless defective. 

Back order: If any parts are back-ordered, they will be so noted on the invoice. Unless notified otherwise, we will ship the back-ordered parts as soon as they become available.

FREIGHT CLAIMS 

All claims for damages, shortage or loss must be made immediately with the carrier (i.e., UPS or the freight line). You must note any substantial damage to a package upon receipt 

of the shipment with the carrier. You may reorder any missing pieces from Chassisworks. We will send you an invoice for the reordered parts, and you can use this invoice as proof 

to the carrier of replacement costs. Unfortunately, we cannot make these freight claims for you; however, if we can be of any assistance, please feel free to give us a call. 

Missing Pieces: Although every effort is made to ensure that each part is packaged complete, inevitably, a component may be missing. You must check each kit as soon as you 

receive it against the parts list which is enclosed with each part. Any shortage must be reported within 20 days of receipt of the product. Claims made after 20 days will not be 

honored.

WARRANTY NOTICE 

There are NO WARRANTIES, either expressed or implied. Neither the seller nor manufacturer will be liable for any loss, damage or injury, either direct or indirect, arising from 

the use or inability to determine the appropriate use of any product. Before any attempt at installation, all drawings and/or instruction sheets should be completely reviewed to 

determine the suitability of the product for its intended use. In this connection, the user assumes all responsibility and risk. We reserve the right to change specification without 

notice.  Further, Chris Alston’s Chassisworks, Inc., makes NO GUARANTEE in reference to any specific class legality of any component. ALL PRODUCTS ARE INTENDED FOR RACING 

AND OFF-ROAD USE AND MAY NOT BE LEGALLY USED ON THE HIGHWAY. The products offered for sale are true race-car components and, in all cases, require some fabrication 

skill.  NO PRODUCT OR SERVICE IS DESIGNED OR INTENDED TO PREVENT INJURY OR DEATH.

PRODUCT COLORS 

Many of the items herein are colored for display purposes only. Your merchandise may arrive as bare metal, or in some finish other than that displayed in this catalog. Please read 

individual product descriptions for specifics on available finishes and/or discuss with your sales representative.

ALL CATALOG PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
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Total Control Products 
A Chris Alston’s Chassisworks Brand 
8661 Younger Creek Drive 
Sacramento, CA 95828

Toll-Free Order Line: (800) 722-2269 
Customer Service & International: (916) 388-0288 
24-Hour Fax: (916) 388-0295

Tech Support: tcptech@cachassisworks.com 
Website: www.totalcontrolproducts.com

TCp Joins The Chassisworks family!
The popular Total Control Products 

(TCP) brand has earned a reputation 

for manufacturing the highest-quality 

aftermarket steering and suspension 

components for vintage Mustangs and 

other classic Fords. The recent acquisition 

of the TCP product line by Chris Alston 

brings even higher levels of expertise and 

technology to TCP, securing its position 

at the leading edge of performance-

suspension retrofitting. Product 

information for each of the Chris Alston’s 

Chassisworks brands is available through 

their respective websites.

www�cachassisworks�com 

www�totalcontrolproducts�com 

www�varishock�com

TCP-20051227
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